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WHAT
Fundbox gives approved small businesses access to the funds they need to grow in a few clicks. 

WHY

HOW
1. Register for free in seconds.

2. Connect your accounting software or bank account to get assessed. Your choice.

3. If approved for Fundbox Credit™, draw funds and they’ll transfer as soon as the next

business day.

FEES
No application or origination fees. We charge a fee based on the amount you draw. Payments are 

automatically debited over 12-week or 24-week repayment terms, and weekly fees start at 0.4% of 

the drawn amount. Repay early, and we’ll waive all remaining fees. 
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Lightning fast: 
Sign up in seconds. Get a credit decision in under 3 minutes.*

Incredibly easy: 
If approved, click to draw funds. They’ll arrive as soon as the next business day.

Fair and transparent: 
No fees to apply. Only pay when you draw funds. Repay early and save.

* Based on median time decision time for Fundbox customers
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Questions? Contact Fundbox at 855-572-7707 or visit fundbox.com

What if I’m not approved?

If you are not approved, you are encouraged to leave your accounting solution and/or bank 
account connected. Fundbox periodically reviews accounts, and new data could help you get 
approved for Fundbox Credit in the future.

Is my data safe?

Fundbox holds security and satisfaction as top priorities. Fundbox uses industry best practice 
security protocols in all interactions.

Fundbox makes capital available to businesses through business loans and lines of credit made by First Electronic Bank, a Utah chartered
 Industrial Bank, member FDIC, in addition to invoice-clearing advances, business loans and lines of credit made directly by Fundbox.

©2017 Fundbox, Inc. All rights reserved.

FAQs
What accounting platforms does Fundbox work with?

Clio, FreshBooks, Harvest, InvoiceASAP, Jobber, Ebility, Kashoo, QuickBooks Desktop, 
QuickBooks Online, Zoho, and Xero. 

How much Fundbox CreditTM can I access?

You may qualify for up to $100,000 in credit.

What banks does Fundbox support?

Fundbox can connect to most national, regional, and local banks and credit unions - over 12,000 

financial institutions in all.

Am I a good fit for Fundbox? 

Eligible businesses must operate in the U.S.

To apply, you should have:

- 3 months of business transactions

- Business checking account

- Ideally $50,000 revenue


